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From the fact that Jews are free to practice their re-
ligion in America and that they are staunch advo-
cates of American democracy, many have concluded
that Judaism and "Americanism" are basically made
of the same stuff. This doctrine has been preached
vigorously for many decades by apologists who have
insisted upon raising the issue from the realm of po-
litical compatibilty to one of spiritual kinship. Ths
thesis is here challenged by the spiritual leader of
Congo Beth Jacob in Atlanta, Ga. An alumnus of
Baltimore's Ner Israel Rabbinical College, and re-
cipient of a master's degree from John Hopkins Uni-
versity, Rabbi Feldman is a member of the Executive
Committee of the Rabbinical Council of America.
His aricles and reviews have appeared in such jour-

nals as New Repubiic, Congress Weekly, and Jewish
Life. His most recent contribution to TRDITION was
his review of Herman Wouk's This Is My God in
our last issue.

THE AMERICAN AND THE JEW:
Equation or Encounter?

One of the paradoxes of the American Jew is the fact
that despite hi freedoms and his ever widening vistas of oppor-

tunity, he lives under a nameless tension. In a country which
offers hi freedom to live as he desires, he is basically ill at
ease. In an environment which permits him to live, act and thi

as his non-Jewish neighbor does, the Jew, beneath the facade of
apparent conformity, is not completely comfortable. Even as he
conforms to the patterns of American life he feels himself the
perpetual outsider.

The causes of this phenomenon are many, but basic to them
all is the fact that there is a fundamental divergence between that
which is characteristically Jewish and that which is character-
istically American, a polarity of views which cannot quite be
reconciled.
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The A merican and the Jew

Of course, there ~re constant attempts at reconciliation. This
is perhaps the fundamental raison d'etre of the dissenting Jewish
religious groups, 'and certainly of the secular agencies. Prom
them there issues forth a constant clatter of "Judeo-Americana":
Judaism and Americanism are really very, much alike; each is
democratic, freedom loving, believes in social justice; even the
founding fathers looked upon themselves as the chosen peple
in a promised land; the Liberty Bell contains a biblical inscrip-

tion; and so forth ad infinitum. Because of. this, we are told, we
have a great sh~re in America. We. really do belong.

To this, Torah Judaism, as I un!ierstand it, submits a demur-
rer. For over and above its insistence on maintaining halakhc
standards and the mitzyah way of living, it states franky that
the typically Jewish 'and the typically American' are quite dis-
simar. It would be more fruitful to ascertain what the two cul-
tures have to say to one another rather than force them into an
equation. In truth, it is precisely because they are' not alike that

an intelligent encounter' between them is possible.
Orthodox Judaism would ,offer a fresh and healthful appròach,

oÌ1e that would clear the, fog, of ,miscqnGeption by recognizg
the diverging paths of thé Jewish and the, ,'An:erican W eltan~
schaaimg. These are maiiY aiid on ,R11 levels. ,We wil briefly
sketch here a few. of the more fundamëntal ones., .. .. .
" The roost obyious diference betwe~lJ, tlie, two traditions is

that (If nation~l otIgips. The beginnings of ,Judaim areas old
as..history itself, whereas th~:Sllm,tota.i:Qf 'American'yest~rdays
reaçhes 180 odd yeaTs,:a total w1:çhjn Jewish history amounts
to only a page: and which to the Jewish' consciousness is absurdly
small. While, it'is..true that America's roats antedate "177 6 and
can be found in G.reyceand Rom,e, it is equally. true' . that in
conduct, thought, and character, America, is distinctive and
unique. For despite, the variegated roots of AmerÌcan civilation,
a homogeneous national. character has emerged which is pecul-
iarlya product of- the ,New World. And the beginnings of this
national character are quite recent.

This historyless character was 'observed by Thomas Hardy
who wrote:, after his visit to America:
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I shrin to seek a modern coast

Whose riper times have yet to be;
Where the new regions claim them free
From that long drip of human tears
Whch people old in tragedy
Have left upon the centured years. i

Hardy could have been thinkg not only of Britih but of

Jewish hitory when he spoke of "the long drip of human tears"
of "a people old in tragedy."

From this contrast in the origin and type of history stems
an entirely dissimilar world-view. It cannot be said of the Amer-
ican tradition, for example, that it has a real sense of tragedy.

Fortunately, it has not been burned in the crucible of martial
fie. Except for the War Between the States, it has largely been
spared agony and suferig. Quite the contrary, in fact. Observers
have noted that "the history of America has been an epic con-
tinuity of almost unbroken success."2 This, at least in part, ac-

counts for an America which is "unwig to confront a life
experience whichinc1udes penalties as well as gains, failures
as well as success, tragedy as well as happiness."3 If success

is the goddess, it follows that failure is the deviL. It is simply

not supposed to happen.

It has been the dynamic' of the American tradition that pro:.
gress is inevitable, success a foregone conclusion. This cotidition
was true of the frontiersman hacking a new civilation out of

the forest, . and it certiny obtains in modern American life.
Witness the cults of Positive Thinking, of Confdence in the
Future, of Optimism At All Costs. Vance Packard has shown
how business growth and political campaigns are based on the, ,
premise that any form of pessimism is evil, and that a cliate

of confdence must be maintained at all costs - even when
things are going badly. 4 It is true that we have had a Melville,
an O'Neill, and a Faulner in our literaturè. But the very
universal attention given them is perhaps in itself an indication
that they are not typically American: the interest in them is
less due to what they have to say than to the fact that these are
Americans who are saying it.

A people old in tragedy is more realistic. The drip 9f human
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tears has given Judaism a keener insight into the life eXPerience
and a deeper awareness of the profundities of human existence.
It is incongruous for Judaism to attempt to force itself into the
mold of this ebullient forward-march. To do this is to twist and
distort Jewish history. The attempts of fund-raising publicists
of Israel to picture the young state as a miniature United States,
with its own pioneers and frontiersmen and cowboys, are often
comically pathetic. The efforts of Jewish apologists in America
are simiarly grotesque. Jewish patrarchs were not frontiersmen;
we reckon Jacob and hot Daniel Boone among our forefathers.
And Judaism knows that lie has tragedy and failure - Job is
more than a literary image - and that man has the power
to transcend tragedy and failure into a higher and nobler life.

This contrasting length of the two histories accounts in part
for their disparate time-view. A civilzation whose past ismeasur-
able has a more restricted view of tie than one whose traditions
reach into pre-history. For Judaism, the future follows the way
of the past, distant and infnite. In America, too, future is like
past: brief, measurable, and immediate. Thus we find America
operating on a short, hurried time scale. It is more concerned
with the here-and-now than with the hereafter, both in the prac-
tical and teleological sense. There is no patience for eternity.

By contrast, the Jewish time scale is long and far reachig. The
Jew has time. This has been celebrated in our folk lore, our
hunor, and even in the classic Yiddish aphorism, A Y id hàt zeit"
He is patient, as one who has come from the dawn öf history
and now waits for the Messiah must be patient. The objects
of his authentic ambition are sacred rather than secular,-and he
does not think only in terms of the imediately attainable.
Time is not a commodity which must be used. God Himself

is mekadesh Yisrael ve'ha-zemanim - He Who sanctifes Israel
and the seasons. Time is holy. Speed in understanding all things,
rapidity of movement for its own sake, short courses in learnig
and in scholarship - these are foreign to the Jewish traòition.

The Jew has time, and his Book is constantly expanded:
Bible to Talmud to commentaries to super-commentaries ad

infinitum. The American Book is quickened, shortened: novels
to pocket editions to abridgements to condensations. Character-
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istically, the Jew has carried his Book on his shoulders: Ole
Torah, the Yoke of the Torah. The American carres his book
in his hip pocket.

This impatience manests itself in the Amencan compulsion
to . change for its own sake. Young, with no deep moorings
in the ancient past, the American civilization has little respect
for tradition, and this rootlessness accounts for her frenetic chase
after newness and experimentation. The very character of Amer-
ica, according to Frederick Jackson Turner's classic theory,
was shaped and molded by the frontier experience and born
out of the American forest. A frontier is always movig. It is
restless, energetic, inventive, and there is a pervading sense
of experimentation. In our day, Harold Laski has shown that
the "spaciousness of the United States as a physical entity
makes the idea of unlimited horizons, of constant discovery,

of novelty that is always imminent, part of the background

agaist which each American is set."5 (How do Americans greet
one another? - "What's new?") Even today the phrase "Amer-

ican experiment" is part our daily vocabulary, for the character
of the restless frontier did not cease to exist when the frontier
was conquered. Modern American civilation sti retains thi

restless experimentalsm. "The characteristic American is always
on the move. He is always wilg to try, somethg new. He is
skepical of anything that expresses itself as permanent or abso-
lute."8 And David RIesman has even viewed the American
search. for newness as a modern maniestation of the' explorer,
and the suburbs as a counterpart of the old frontier town.7 ,

Even the arts have been forced to keep pace with this con-
stant motion and its search for infite varety. Music, always

an accurate index of any civilization, provides a characteritic
illustration. The truest American musical idiom is found in
jazz. This is America's most important national musical style;
and reflects more than any other art form the experimentalism
and the search for novelty of which we speak. It places a pre-
mium on improvisation. It is inventive. It is restless. It is mobile.
It is the embodiment of an experimental literature, an amorphic
architecture, a formless painting, a casual speech. It is, in a

word, thoroughly American and a mIrar of its innovating
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culture.
For Judaim, events are seen sub specie aeternatis. For whie

Judaism is dynaincand moving, its dynamism is expressed in
the key word Halakhah, a "going," a movement along a certain
path without constant forays into the backroads of experimen-

tationand innovation. The structure of the Halakah is absolute
and eternal. But the key phrase of America is found in "nothig
is .here to stay." New structures have in them a built-in trans-
iency and impermanence, and Detroit builds ~~dynamic obso-

lescence" into its automobiles.

For furher contrast, consider the poets of the two traditions.
Could any Jewish poet have written in the wild enthusiasm and
self-deifcation of a Walt Whitman:

I celebrate myself and sing myself,
And what I assume you shall assume,
For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you. . . 1

Can any Jewish poet boast of his own land as Whtman boasts
of America: ". . . born here of parents born here of parents the
same, and their parents the same . . . 1" Conversely, could an
American poet have written in the prophetic cadences of. a
Bial, who was a contemporary of the modem Whitman and
not an ancient:

If you wish to know
The eternal strength of my people . . .
Seek out the Bet Ha-midrash
And there you wil see,
Bent. over the Talmud,
A figure swaying, swayig. . .

. Or consider the folk literature, in which a deeper split is
found. Contrast the American folk tale, with its hyperbole
and self assurance (the "tall story") with the Jewish folk tale

and its understatement and self-deprecation. Jewish folk heroes
are quite dissimilar from Paul Bunyan, logger de luxe, and
Bily the Kid or Jesse James, outlaws. (Again the frontier is
visible. )

The American spirt is the song of the open road. The past
is known, the future charted. American history is clear, factual,
documented. Perhaps as a consequence of this we find in Amer-
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ican life little of mystery or symbolism. In truth, the very attrac-
tion which ritual and mystery hold out for Americans is an
indication of its absence from daily life. Witness the fascination
with which America observed the Queen's coronation ritual
several years ago, or the powerful appeal of exotic organizations:

To belong to a secret order and be initiated into its rites, to
be par of a "Temple" with a fancy Oriental name, to parade

dressed in an Arab fez or burnoose, to have high-sounding

titles of potentates of various ranks in a hierarchy: all
this has appeal in a nonherarchical society from which
much of the secrecy and mystery of life have been squeezedoutS .

It has even been suggested the United States Constitution is
achieving the status of sacred symbol because the openess of
American history has resulted in a society bereft of symbolism
of a mystical nature. 

9

The Jew is rooted in something less open and tangible. His
beginnings and his destiny are shrouded in the unknown, and
Jewish life is replete with. symbol, with ritual, and with mystery.
We need only compare the respective holiday celebrations. Pass-
.over, for example, is taught to many Jewish chidren as the
"Jewish Fourth of July." Externally, both occasions celebrate

independence and freedom from oppression. But they are cele-
brated quite diferently. Pesach is tyicaly Jewish. It brims with
symbol: matzah, maroy, the Seder, the Haggadah. The Pesach
cup of ritual runneth over. But Fourth of July observances are
frequently diluted into not4ing more than noise, fireworks, and
patriotic speeches. .

Because of the intrisic clarity o.f the American tradition, its
thinking concerning some of the basic issues of life is expressed
in the pragmatic: that is good which succeeds, that is evil which
fails. There is a concurrent admiration for the concrete and
particular as against abstract ideas. A leading American his-
torian states that "the American felt instinctively that philosophy
was the resort of the unhappy and the bewildered, and he knew
that he was neither."lo The authentic American is not a a thiner,
but one who gets things done. He believes in tangibles; intan-
gibles make him suspicious, for, in Turner's words, "American
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democracy was born of no theorist's dream. God Himself, to
the American mind, was not so much a supernatural Being as
a kindly older brother." In Commager's words, "Americans nat-
uralied God, as they naturalized so many other concepts." The

American is a technical man who is concerned with how and not
what or why. His thought is therefore often tentative and frag-
mented, and he is "anxous to do rather than to be."12

Judaic thought, however, is based on concepts less utiltarian.
To Wilam James the "good is the maxium satisfaction of
demand," but for the Jew the quest is not for the good but the
holy. For him, that is holy which is Godly, that is profane which
is ungodly. His concern is not the satisfaction of a demand but
the satisfaction of a command - God's. The Jewish concept is
absolute and unswerving. Torah, prayer, Messiah are not use-
ful in immediate lie. Their value can be known only at some
future point in eternty. But the American mid, rooted in the
now, cannot wait until eternty for results.

We have attempted to point out several of the key differences
in the American and Jewish experiences. Some of these difer-
ences, of course, obtain in any discussion concerning secular

and religious traditions. But this is precisely the issue: that an
equation between the two cannot be made. If some of the char-
acteristics of the two traditions have been simplied, we have
done so not to disparage but to present archetypes so as to crys-
tallize our theme that America represents an unfamilar rhythm
and a strange tempo for the Jew. If Judaism has thus far been
able to survive in this milieu it is less an indication of the es-
sential compatibilty of the two than of the viability of Torah
in all cultures.

This is not to say that the two are mutually exclusive, but

simply that the issue should not be one of reconciling the two
civilations. This is not necessary, or even desirable.

The credo of authentic Judai!m is this: creative Jewish th-

ing must do more than merely make feeble attempts to force
Judaism's compatibility with every current doctrie. Apologetics

are less important than self-understanding, and Judaism must
be true to, and consistent with, nothig but itself. In so doing
it best serves the majority culture in which it may fid itself at
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any given time. Particularly is this true in America, where the
unmistakable sigmtture of the Jewish experience can serve as

a benign control on some of the more disturbing aspects ofliving. '
The constant clatter of Judea-Americana serves only to con-

fuse. America is open to all points of view, to the Jewish no
less than any other. The divergent world-views here adumbrated
are an irdicatiori of some of the areas in which the American
Jew, by. being a standard bearer of iis' o"?r- unique tradition,
can contribute to' the Americ,an experience and enrich it with
his own persp~ctive and, heritage.
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